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In July 2014 Net-A-Porter launched it’s extension Net-A-Sporter in response to the active 
lifestyle craze that is taking over consumers.  The revolution of incorporating fashion and func-
tion is the shift from “thinspiration” and “thigh gap” to a new idea that being fit and strong is the 
new skinny. 

 This is a body trend that is taking over social media and even the runways.  Victoria’s Secret Angels 
were prepped by fitness trainer Justin Gelband using a combination of yoga, Pilates, balance and strength 
training.  With fitness taking such a leading role in the lives of consumers it makes sense that fashion would 
follow.  
 Designers have been hinting at athletic wear in everyday life in their shows for ages, hints of neo-
prene and t-shirts going down the runway are proof enough of that.  Net-A-Sporter takes it even further by 
providing consumers with a one stop shop for luxury sportswear that fits right in with your ready-to-wear 
wardrobe.  They are branding themselves as “sportswear as chic as everything else in your closet”.  Net-A-
Sporter offers luxury workout clothes for eleven different athletic activities including, gym and cross-train, 
running, yoga and dance, tennis, sailing, equestrian, swimming and surfing, golf, accessories, outdoor, après, 
and coming soon skiing.  Net-A-Porter president Alison Loehnis said, “We found that there was a bit of a gap 
in out offering for someone who loves fashion and exercise and wants to look great doing it.  She shouldn’t 
be in any way short-changed when it comes to exercise and looking great.” Some designers and brands that 
you may recognize that have already jumped on board with this niche are, Stella McCartney designing for 
Adidas,  Lucas Hugh, Theory +, Banjo and Matilda, Burberry Brit, T by Alexander Wang, James Perse, and 
many more.  You can find a complete list of designers on the Net-A-Porter website.
 Different trends have influenced this growing trend of fashionable sportswear including “glamping” 
which originally inspired funky patterned tents, has now influenced brands such as Urban Outfitters, With-
out Walls, and the German brand Ortvox.  Surf and city styles mesh in designs from Cuisse de Grenouille, 
Monsieur Madone, Saturday’s NYC, and Wait in Paris.  These brands are bridging the gap between style and 
substance with printed wetsuits that make a statement.  These looks come with a price tag to back up the 
quality so the consumer not only gains a quality workout piece but also a garment that speaks of status.  In 
2011 Alexander Wang sent luxury sportswear down the runway but it didn’t really take off.  The consum-
ers weren’t ready to adopt sportswear as ready-to-wear, now consumers are taking sportswear outside the 
gym and designers like Alexander Wang have a head start. The UK market is jumping on board with luxury 
sportswear as well, a new website launched called Style PB.  Founder Natalie Dale says, “I don’t feel threat-
ened by Net-A-Sporter at the moment, but that is because we are not on the same level. …I only offer high 
performance, unique sportswear, it is just a store…” Her thought was that she wanted to look stylish while 
exercising and didn’t see anyone in the UK market providing what she was looking for so she decided to do it 
for herself. 
 Workouts are no longer the painful necessity that they used to be, instead of consumers dragging 
themselves to workout classes they are now excited to get their sweat on.  Robyn Berkley launched the Live 
the Process brand at Barneys and Net-A-Sporter now carries the line, but that’s not all.  Berkley told the 
Wall Street Journal, “It’s more about a lifestyle.  Activewear is just part of the picture.  My friends who used 
to go have drinks now do Soul Cycle classes together instead.  It’s about what to wear during these social 
engagements.”  Elite consumers are using exercise classes as new ways to socialize and they need garments 
that speak of their status.  East London established, Morning Gloryville, it is a 6:30 A.M. sober clubbing 
experience meant to imitate a rave.  Knowing about the latest workout has become as important to the urban 
consumer as knowing about the latest bar or pop-up restaurant. 
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